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The Anti-Capitalist Book of Fashion
Tansy E. Hoskins
Foreword by Andreja Pejić

The award-winning classic on why we must
revolutionise the fashion industry

*Selected by Emma Watson for her Ultimate Book List*

Fashion is political. From the red carpets of the Met Gala to online
fast fashion, clothes tell a story of inequality, racism and climate
crisis. In The Anti-Capitalist Book of Fashion, Tansy E. Hoskins
unpicks the threads of capitalist industry to reveal the truth about
our clothes.
Fashion brands entice us to consume more by manipulating us
to feel ugly, poor and worthless, sentiments that line the pockets
of billionaires exploiting colonial supply chains. Garment workers
on poverty pay risk their lives in dangerous factories, animals are
tortured, fossil fuels extracted and toxic chemicals spread just to
keep this season’s collections fresh.
We can do better than this. Moving between Karl Lagerfeld and
Karl Marx, The Anti-Capitalist Book of Fashion goes beyond ethical
fashion and consumer responsibility showing that if we want to feel
comfortable in our clothes, we need to reshape the system and ensure
this is not our last season.

Fashion Studies

August 2022
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745346618
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745346625
368pp

Perfect for a young, politically
engaged audience
For readers of Dana Thomas,
Elizabeth Wilson and Vivienne
Westwood

RIGHTS
World. All languages

TANSY E. HOSKINS is an award winning author and journalist
who investigates the global fashion industry. This work has
taken her to Bangladesh, India, North Macedonia, and to the
Topshop warehouses in Solihull. This is her third book.

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

Practical Anarchism:
A Guide for Daily Life
Scott Branson

Bring out your inner anarchist!

Politics & Self Help

October 2022
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745344928
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745344935
160pp

A fun and compelling guide for
younger readers looking to find
ways to improve their lives and
the future of the planet
Contains anarchist life hacks
to break free from the worst of
capitalism!
Author is a queer/trans activist
with over ten years’ experience
in teaching their ideas in
educational and community
settings

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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You may not realise it, but you are probably already practicing
anarchism in your daily life. From relationships to school, work, art,
even the way you organise your time, anarchism can help you find
fulfilment, empathy and liberation in the everyday.
From the small questions such as ‘Why should I steal?’ to the big
ones like ‘how do I love?’, Scott Branson shows that anarchism isn’t
only something we do when we react to the news, protest or even
riot. With practical examples enriched by history and theory, these
tips will empower you to break free from the consumerist trappings
of our world.
Anarchism is not just for white men, but for everyone. In
reading this book, you can detach from patriarchal masculinity,
norms of family, gender, sexuality, racialisation, individual
responsibility and the destruction of our planet, and replace them
with ideas of sustainable living, with ties of mutual aid, and the
horizon of collective liberation.
SCOTT BRANSON is a queer and trans writer, translator,
teacher, artist and anarchist organiser, living in Western
North Carolina. They translated Guy Hocquenghem’s second
book, Gay Liberation After May 68, as well as Jacques Lesage De
La Haye’s The Abolition of Prison, and co-edited Surviving the
Future: Abolitionist Queer Strategies. They are also a frequent cohost on the anarchist podcast The Final Straw Radio.

New Books

A People’s History of Catalonia
Michael Eaude

A history of Catalonia and its struggle for
independence, from the 10th century to the
present day

At every home game of FC Barcelona, at 17 minutes and 14 seconds
of play, the 100,000-capacity Camp Nou stadium is filled by the roar
of “IN-DE-PEN-DÈN-CI-A!” Time stops for a second. History lives
in the present...
Catalonia’s national consciousness has deep roots. There are
countries twice the size with histories half as interesting. A People’s
History of Catalonia tells that history, from below, in all its richness
and complexity. The region’s struggle for independence has, for
centuries, been violently resisted, the Catalan language suppressed
and its leaders jailed. But the fight of an oppressed nation for its
sovereignty has often dovetailed with that of a militant working class
for social justice.
From the peasant revolts of the 15th century and the siege
of Barcelona in 1714, to defeat in the Spanish Civil War, and the
slow re-emergence of the workers’ movement and anti-Francoist
resistance in the years that followed, Michael Eaude tells a
compelling story whose ending has yet to be written.
MICHAEL EAUDE has lived between Barcelona and the hills
of Valencia for thirty years. He is the author of several books
including Catalonia: A Cultural History and Triumph at Midnight
in the Century: A Critical Biography of Arturo Barea. He has written
for the Guardian, Literary Review and Socialist Review.

European History

September 2022
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745342139
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745342122
256pp
Series: People’s History

The struggle for Catalan
independence continues to
garner international attention,
following the imprisonment of
nine leaders of the
independence movement in
2019
From an experienced author of
books on Barcelona, Catalonia
and Valencia who has lived in
Catalonia for the last 30 years
For readers of Raphael Minder,
George Orwell and Howard Zinn

RIGHTS
World. All languages

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

Hostile Homelands:
The New Alliance Between India
and Israel
Azad Essa
Foreword by Linah Alsaafin

Exposes the political and ideological links and
dovetailing ethnonationalist projects of India
and Israel

International Politics

November 2022
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745345017
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745345024
224pp

India remains in the
international spotlight
following the abrogation of
Kashmir’s semi-autonomy in
2019, the launch of the National
Register of Citizens (NRC) and
the Citizenship Amendment
Act (CAA)
For readers of K.S. Komireddi,
Vijay Prashad and S.
Jaishankar

RIGHTS
World. All languages

Under Narendra Modi, India has changed dramatically. As the world
attempts to grapple with its trajectory towards authoritarianism and
‘Hindutva’ (Hindu Nationalism), little attention has been paid to
the linkages between Modi’s India and the governments from which
it has drawn inspiration, as well as military and technical support.
India once called Zionism racism, but, as Azad Essa argues,
the state of Israel has increasingly become a cornerstone of India’s
foreign policy. Looking to replicate the ‘ethnic state’ in the image of
Israel in policy and practice, the annexation of Kashmir increasingly
resembles Israel’s settlercolonial project of the occupied West Bank.
The ideological and political linkages between the two states are
alarming; their brands of ethnonationalism deeply intertwined.
Hostile Homelands puts India’s relationship with Israel in its
historical context, looking at the origins of Zionism and Hindutva;
India’s changing position on Palestine; and the countries’ growing
military-industrial relationship from the 1990s. Lucid and
persuasive, Essa demonstrates that the India-Israel alliance spells
significant consequences for democracy, the rule of law and justice
worldwide.
AZAD ESSA is an award-winning journalist and author. He is
currently senior reporter for Middle East Eye, and previously
worked at Al Jazeera between 2010-2018. He is the author
of The Moslems are Coming and Out of the Shadows. He is the
co-founder of the Daily Vox in South Africa. He has written for
publications including The Washington Post, Foreign Policy and
the Guardian.
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New Books

Mutant Ecologies:
Manufacturing Life in the Age of
Genomic Capital
Erica Borg and Amedeo Policante

How capitalism is reconfiguring the very texture
of life

Mutant Ecologies traces the spinning of new synthetic threads into the
web of life. It is a critical cartography of the shifting landscapes of
capital accumulation conjured by recent developments in genomic
science, genome editing and the biotech industry.
CRISPR crops, Enviropigs™, Friendly™ Mosquitoes, humanised
mice, autocidal rats, pigs growing human organs – these are but a
few of the dazzling new life-forms that have recently emerged from
the world’s corporate and university laboratories, all promising to
lubricate the circuits of capital accumulation in distinct ways. The
deliberate induction of genetic mutations is increasingly central
to business operations in a number of sectors, from agriculture to
pharmaceuticals.
While the Nobel Committee recently proclaimed the life
sciences to have entered ‘a new epoch’, the authors show how these
technological innovations continue to operate within a sociohistorical context defined by the iron rules of capitalist competition
and exploitation. Capital no longer contents itself with simply
appropriating the living bodies of plants and animals. It purposefully
designs their internal metabolism, and redesigns the countless living
vectors that constitute the global biosphere. It is driving a biological
revolution, which will ripple through the everyday lives of people
everywhere.

Technology

November 2022
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745344522
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745344539
240pp
An underreported topic which
has huge, dystopian
implications for the future of
the human race
Full of mesmerising case
studies, including vaccineproducing moths, glowing pets
and heat-resistant cows
The only critical book
published on the subject

RIGHTS
World. All languages

ERICA BORG is a geographer and political ecologist based
at King’s College, London. Their research focuses on the
relations between capitalism, colonialism, patriarchy and
ecological crisis.
AMEDEO POLICANTE is a Research Fellow at the Helmholtz
Institute for Functional Marine Biodiversity of the University
of Oldenburg, and at the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar
and Marine Research. He is the author of The Pirate Myth and
The New Mercenaries.

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

Socialist Feminism:
A New Approach
Frieda Afary

Socialist
Feminism
A New
Approach
Frieda
Afary
Feminism

October 2022
Pb: £17.99 / ISBN: 9780745347738
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745347752
240pp

Each chapter includes an
instructor’s manual that
includes an outline, study
questions and key terms
The author will host a series of
online courses covering the key
takeaways from the book
Full of real-life examples from
the author’s experience
working as a public librarian
and community organiser

RIGHTS
World. All languages exc. Farsi
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A new take on a powerful and revolutionary
movement

What is socialist feminism and why is it needed to fight the global
rise of authoritarianism and fascism? Frieda Afary brings the insights
gained through her study of feminist philosophy, her international
activism and her work in community education as a public librarian
in Los Angeles, offering a bold new vision of an alternative to
capitalism, racism, sexism, heterosexism and alienation.
Socialist Feminism: A New Approach reclaims theories of women’s
oppression through a return to humanism, enriched by social
reproduction theories, Black feminist intersectionality, abolitionism,
queer theories, Marxist-Humanism and the author’s own experiences
as an Iranian American feminist, scholar and activist.
She looks at global developments in gender relations since the
1980s, the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, the distinct features
of 21st century authoritarianism and current struggles against it,
drawing out lessons for revolutionary theorising, organising and
international solidarity including the #MeToo and Black Lives
Matter movements.
This book also contains a study guide which transforms it into a
useful pedagogical tool for teachers and activists.
FRIEDA AFARY is an Iranian American socialist feminist
activist, translator and writer. She is a public librarian in
Los Angeles, where she runs philosophy and politics classes
for the community including young women activists and
scholars representing Black Lives Matter, Latina, queer and
labour activists.

New Books

Capitalism in the 21st Century:
Through the Prism of Value
Michael Roberts and Guglielmo Carchedi

A sweeping, authoritative and accessible overview
of major issues in the global economy from a
Marxist perspective

Contemporary capitalism is always evolving. From digital
technologies to cryptocurrencies, current trends in political economy
are much discussed, but often little understood. So where can we
turn for clarity? As Michael Roberts and Guglielmo Carchedi argue,
new trends don’t necessarily call for new theory.
In Capitalism in the 21st Century, the authors show how Marx’s
law of value explains numerous issues in our modern world. In
both advanced economies and the periphery, value theory provides
a piercing analytical framework through which we can approach
topics as varied as labour, profitability, automation and AI, the
environment, nature and ecology, the role of China, imperialism and
the state.
This is an ambitious work that will appeal to both heterodox
economists and labour movement activists alike, as it demonstrates
the ongoing contemporary relevance of Marxist theory to current
trends in political economy.
MICHAEL ROBERTS has worked in the City of London for
over 40 years as an economist and financial adviser. He is
author of several books including The Great Recession, The
Long Depression and Marx 200. He blogs at thenextrecession.
wordpress.com.

Political Economy

December 2022
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745340883
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745340876
240pp
Michael Roberts worked in the
City of London as an economist
for over 40 years
Roberts blogs at ‘The Next
Recession’, widely cited by
leftist economists
For readers of David Harvey,
Alfredo Saad-Filho and Anwar
Shaikh

RIGHTS
World. All languages

GUGLIELMO CARCHEDI was Professor of Economics at
Amsterdam University and is the author of several works
including Frontiers of Political Economy, For Another Europe and
Behind the Crisis.

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

PsychoPolitics
Peter Sedgwick
Introduction by Tad Tietze

An impassioned critique of mental health
movements from one of the left’s most important
thinkers on health

Psychology

August 2022
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745347226
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745347257
304pp
Still read by students and
practitioners today - highly
relevant to modern psychiatry
Sedgwick’s ideas have only
become more urgent as the
mental health crisis
proliferates
For readers of R. D. Laing’s The
Divided Self and James Davies’
Cracked

RIGHTS
World exc. US and Canada. All
languages
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‘A powerful and impassioned defence of psychiatry, urging
the Left to confront the harsh realities of mental illness’
- William Davis, author of The Happiness Industry

A new edition of one of the most significant and credible critiques of
the anti-psychiatry movement.
As relevant today as it was when first published in 1982,
the book changed the conversation on mental health and illness,
demanding that we assess its relationship to the wider decay of
social institutions. Dissecting the work of popular anti-psychiatric
thinkers, Erving Goffman, R.D. Laing, Michel Foucault and Thomas
Szasz, Sedgwick exposed the conservative undercurrents and false
hopes represented by the alternative psychiatry of the sixties and
seventies, challenging the very real impact it had on our collective
responsibility to look after the mentally ill.
With a new introduction that highlights the relevance of
Sedgwick’s demands for modern mental health movements, the
practice of psychiatry and for left-wing activists, this new edition
further cements PsychoPolitics’ cult classic status.
PETER SEDGWICK (1934-1983) was a Marxist, a trained
psychologist and the translator of the revolutionary Victor
Serge. His classic book PsychoPolitics is considered to be his
major achievement, lauded by psychiatrists, social workers
and philosophers alike.

New Books

Seeing Like a Smuggler:
Borders from Below
Edited by Mahmoud Keshavarz
and Shahram Khosravi

Stories of smuggling as acts of resistance and
decolonisation

The word smuggler often unleashes a simplified, negative image
painted by the media and the authorities. Such state-centric
perspectives hide many social, political and economic relations
generated by smuggling. This book looks at the practice through the
eyes of the smugglers, revealing how their work can be productive,
subversive and deeply sociopolitical.
By tracing the illegalised movement of people and goods across
borders, Seeing Like a Smuggler shows smuggling as a contradiction
within the nation-state system, and in a dialectical relation with
the national order of things. It raises questions on how smuggling
engages and unsettles the ethics, materialities, visualities, histories
and the colonial power relations that form borders and bordering.
Covering a wide spectrum of approaches from personal
reflections and ethnographies to historical accounts, cultural analysis
and visual essays, the book spans the globe from Colombia to
Ethiopia, Singapore to Guatemala, Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, and
from Kurdistan to Bangladesh, to show how people deal with global
inequalities and the restrictions of poverty and immobility.

Anthropology

July 2022
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745341613
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341606
224pp
Series: Anthropology, Culture
and Society
A unique and modern way of
studying global security,
geography and decolonialism
The editors founded the new
research platform ‘Critical
Border Studies’ which has
excellent online engagement

RIGHTS
World. All languages

MAHMOUD KESHAVARZ is Senior Lecturer in Design Studies
at the University of Gothenburg. He is the author of The Design
Politics of the Passport. He co-edits the journal Design and
Culture.
SHAHRAM KHOSRAVI is Professor in Anthropology at
Stockholm University. He is the author of Young and Defiant in
Tehran, which was highly recommended by Choice. He has also
contributed to publications such as The New York Times.

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

The Kurdish Women’s Movement:
History, Theory, Practice
Dilar Dirik

A non-Eurocentric feminist perspective on the
revolutionary Kurdish women’s movement

Gender Studies

July 2022
Pb: £17.99 / ISBN: 9780745341941
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341934
368pp
Author is a charismatic
speaker, with over 10k followers
on Twitter
Draws on in-depth, original
ethnographic fieldwork in
different parts of Kurdistan

RIGHTS
World. All languages

‘One the foremost writers and participants in the Kurdish
women’s movement’ - Harsha Walia

The Kurdish women’s movement is at the heart of one of the most
exciting revolutionary experiments in the world today: Rojava.
Forged over decades of struggle, most recently in the fight against
ISIS, Rojava embodies a radical commitment to ecology, democracy
and women’s liberation. But while striking images of Kurdish
women in military fatigues proliferate, a true understanding of the
women’s movement remains elusive.
Taking apart the superficial and Orientalist frameworks that
dominate, Dilar Dirik offers instead an empirically rich account
of the women’s movement in Kurdistan. Drawing on original
research and ethnographic fieldwork, she surveys the movement’s
historical origins, ideological evolution, and political practice over
the past forty years. Going beyond abstract ideas, Dirik locates the
movement’s culture and ideology in its concrete work for women’s
revolution in the here and now.
Taking the reader from the guerrilla camps in the mountains to
radical women’s academies and self-organised refugee camps, readers
around the world can engage with the revolution in Kurdistan,
both theoretically and practically, as a vital touchstone in the
wider struggle for a militant anti-fascist, anti-capitalist feminist
internationalism.
DILAR DIRIK was born in Antakya and grew up in Offenbach
am Main. She is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of
Oxford and holds a PhD in Sociology from the University of
Cambridge. She has written on the Kurdish struggle for a
range of publications including openDemocracy and ROAR
Magazine. She tweets @Dlrdrk1.
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New Books

Settler Colonialism:
An Introduction
Sai Englert

An accessible introduction to the history and
characteristics of settler colonialism

From the Palestinian struggle against Israeli Apartheid, to First
Nations’ mass campaigns against pipeline construction in North
America, Indigenous peoples are at the forefront of some of the
crucial struggles of our age. Rich with their unique histories,
characteristics and social relations, they are connected by the shared
enemy they face: settler colonialism.
In this introduction, Sai Englert highlights the ways in which it
has, and continues to shape our global economic and political order.
From the rapacious accumulation of resources, land, and labour,
through Indigenous dispossession and genocide, to the development
of racism as a form of social control, settler colonialism is deeply
connected to many of the social ills we face today.
To understand settler colonialism, we need to start engaging
with contemporary social movements and solidarity campaigns in
order to see how struggles for justice and liberation are intertwined.
SAI ENGLERT is a lecturer at Leiden University. He works
on settler colonialism, Zionism, labour movements, and
antisemitism. He is a member of the editorial boards of Notes
from Below and Historical Materialism.

Political Theory

September 2022
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745344904
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745344973
192pp
Series: FireWorks

Settler colonialism is a
political topic of growing
interest to activists
A wide range of case studies
including North America,
Australia, Angola, South Africa,
Palestine and Kashmir
For readers of Jeff Halper,
Lorenzo Veracini and Gerald
Horne

RIGHTS
World. All languages

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

Of Black Study
Joshua Myers

An exploration of the ways that Black intellectuals
arrived at a critique of Western knowledge

Black Studies

October 2022
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745344126
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745344133
304pp
Series: Black Critique

Black Studies is one of the
fastest growing academic
disciplines in the world today
Will also be read by Black
activists engaged in the Black
Lives Matter movement
Author is an important scholar
and is very active in Black
academic networks

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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Of Black Study explores how the ideas of Black intellectuals created
different ways of thinking and knowing in their pursuit of conceptual
and epistemological freedom.
Joshua Myers explores the work of thinkers who broke with the
racial and colonial logics of academic disciplinarity. Bookended by
meditations with June Jordan and Toni Cade Bambara, the book
focuses on how W.E.B. Du Bois, Sylvia Wynter, Jacob Carruthers
and Cedric Robinson contributed to Black Studies approaches to
knowledge production within and beyond Western structures of
knowledge.
Especially geared toward understanding the contemporary
evolution of Black Studies in the neoliberal university, Of Black Study
allows us to consider the stakes of intellectual freedom and the path
toward a new world.
JOSHUA MYERS is an Associate Professor of Africana Studies
at Howard University. He is the author of Cedric Robinson: The
Time of the Black Radical Tradition and We are Worth Fighting For:
A History of the Howard University Protest of 1989.

New Books

Mad World:
The Politics of Mental Health
Micha Frazer-Carroll

The highly anticipated next title in Pluto's
incredibly successful Outspoken series

Trade

“It’s OK not to be OK”. Slogans abound, mental health is on
the agenda in a big way. While various campaigns have helped to
destigmatise mental health issues, they are often warped, co-opted
and moulded to fit a certain agenda – one that is complimentary
to the capitalist status quo. ‘Mental Health’ increasingly serves as
a euphemism for depression and anxiety, while people with some of
the most stigmatised mental illnesses have been side-lined.
Exploring the pathologisation of certain behaviours for
political gain; the social model of disability; the role of the DSM
as the historical gatekeeper of mental illness, and more, this book
encourages readers to utilise their imaginations and leaves them with
a sense of action that when it comes to our mental distress, there
may be other possibilities in a liberated future.

April 2023
Pb: £9.99 / ISBN: 9780745346717
160pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto

RIGHTS
World. All languages

MICHA FRAZER-CARROLL is the opinions Editor at the
Guardian, and a columnist at the Independent. She was recently
nominated for the Comment Awards’ Fresh New Voice of
the Year Award, and the Observer/Anthony Burgess Award
for Arts Criticism. She writes for the Guardian, HuffPost,
the Independent, Vogue, Huck, Dazed, Rookie and the New
Statesman. She was the student union’s Welfare and Rights
Officer at Cambridge University, and successfully lobbied
the university counselling service to establish a service for
students of colour and founded the mental health magazine
Blueprint.

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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New Books

Family Abolition:
Capitalism and the Communizing
of Care
M. E. O’Brien

A revolutionary rebuttal of the family under
capitalism

Sociology

June 2023
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745343822
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343839
192pp
The first book to be published
on family abolition
For radical, queer and feminist
readers finding new ways to
imagine intimacy, care and
community
For readers of Judith Butler,
Holly Lewis and Shon Faye

RIGHTS
Rights sold: French (Preempt)

What is the nature and role of the family under capitalism?
While family is sometimes the only protection from the atomising
domination of the wage, the market and the racial violence of the
state, the meaning of ‘family’ is at best contested, and at worst
describes a private horror of personal domination.
In this provocative book, M.E. O’Brien uncovers the story of
radical proposals to abolish the institution of the family altogether,
from the time of Marx and Engels to new queer and transgender
communist visions. Going far beyond notions of ‘chosen family’,
O’Brien maps the development of ideas about new forms of
interpersonal kinship that can ensure our collective survival, raise
children and care for the elderly, alongside new political kinships
linking queer, Black and migrant struggles.
Drawing inspiration from the rich history of radical abolitionists,
present-day examples of new queer communities, Black families
navigating their existence and examples of communal social
reproduction in extreme political situations, she explains how a
concrete, hypothetical institution of a new communist ‘family’ could
be achieved.
M.E. O’BRIEN is a leading voice of revolutionary queer politics.
She works as a Community Oral History Coordinator at the
New York Public Library, and is a core member of the editorial
collective for Pinko magazine. Her work has been published in
the book Transgender Marxism and the journal Endnotes.
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New Books

Nuclear Flashpoint:
The War Over Kashmir
Farhan Chak

An alternative account of the Kashmir conflict
centring the voices of the Kashmiris

The territory of Jammu and Kashmir is one of the most politically
contested and heavily militarised spaces on the planet. It has long
been presented as an ‘internal dispute’, mainly by India, in attempts
to sustain power through the project of settler colonialism. In this
context, Kashmiri voices are rarely heard and so the conflict remains
little understood, with a resolution nowhere in sight.
In Nuclear Flashpoint, Farhan Chak reveals how the history,
culture, identity and the will of the people of Kashmir has been
deliberately obscured to suit ideological agendas. He explores six
unique time frames in Kashmiri history - from ancient Kashmir,
through the British Raj, to present day. Asking ‘who is a Kashmiri?’,
Chak reviews major misconceptions and exposes how vested interests
articulate and interpret them.
Centring the voices and the experiences of Kashmiri Muslims
throughout the book, Chak shines a light on their long quest for
independence, and a cycle of revolt that continues in resistance
movements today. A vital corrective to the shallow analyses that
predominate, Nuclear Flashpoint ultimately shows us that Kashmiri
voices will no longer be silenced.

Asian Politics

March 2023
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745346168
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745346175
208pp
The first book on Kashmir to be
published since the dramatic
political eruptions of 2019
An original contribution to the
growing field of Kashmir
studies
For readers of Arundhati Roy,
Fozia Lone and Ather Zia

RIGHTS
World. All languages

FARHAN CHAK is the Secretary-General of Kashmir Civitas,
an international civil society NGO committed to ending the
military occupation of the disputed territory of Jammu and
Kashmir. He is Associate Professor of Gulf Studies at Qatar
University and author of Islam and Pakistan’s Political Culture.

PLUTO PRESS / PLUTOBOOKS.COM
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Recently Published

The Brutish Museums:
The Benin Bronzes, Colonial Violence
and Cultural Restitution
Dan Hicks
The book that changed the conversation on the
contemporary museum

Cultural Studies

October 2021
Pb: £12.99 / ISBN: 9780745346229
Previous ISBN: 9780745341767
368pp
Published off the back of
glowing reviews from all the
major broadsheets
Over 10,000 copies of the
hardback sold
Written by a curator of the Pitt
Rivers Museum which holds
one of the largest collections of
Benin Bronzes

*New York Times ‘Best Art Books’ 2020*
Walk into any Western museum today and you will see the curated
spoils of Empire. They sit behind plate glass: dignified, tastefully lit.
Accompanying pieces of card offer a name, date and place of origin.
They do not mention that the objects are all stolen.
Few artefacts embody this history of rapacious and extractive
colonialism better than the Benin Bronzes - a collection of thousands
of metal plaques and sculptures depicting the history of the Royal
Court of the Obas of Benin City, Nigeria. Pillaged during a British
naval attack in 1897, the loot was passed on to Queen Victoria, the
British Museum and countless private collections.
The Brutish Museums sits at the heart of a heated debate about
cultural restitution, repatriation and the decolonisation of museums.
Since its first publication, museums across the western world have
begun to return their Bronzes to Nigeria, heralding a new era in the
way we relate to the objects of empire we once took for granted.

RIGHTS
Rights sold: Turkish, Chinese
(simplified characters), Korean
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DAN HICKS is Professor of Contemporary Archaeology at
the University of Oxford, Curator at the Pitt Rivers Museum,
and a Fellow of St Cross College, Oxford. He was awarded the
2017 Rivers Memorial Medal by the Royal Anthropological
Institute, and was Visiting Professorat the musée du quai
Branly Jacques-Chirac in Paris in 2017-18. Dan has published
eight books including The Cambridge Companion to Historical
Archaeology (CUP, 2006).

Recently Published

Such, Such Were the Joys:
A Graphic Novel
George Orwell
Adapted by Sean Michael Wilson
Illustrated by Jaime Huxtable
A graphic novel bringing to life Orwell’s dramatic
formative experiences

‘A masterpiece of comic book writing’
RICHARD BLAIR, Patron of the Orwell Society

One of the most famous writers of all time, George Orwell’s life
played a huge part in his understanding of the world. A constant
critic of power and authority, the roots of Animal Farm and 1984
began to grow in his formative years as a pupil at a strict private
school in Eastbourne. His essay Such, Such Were The Joys recounts the
ugly realities of the regime to which pupils were subjected in the
name of class prejudice, hierarchy and imperial destiny.
This graphic novel vividly brings his experiences at school to life.
As Orwell earned his place through scholarship rather than wealth,
he was picked on by both staff and richer students. The violence
of his teachers and the shame he experienced on a daily basis leap
from the pages, conjuring up how this harsh world looked through
a child’s innocent eyes while juxtaposing the mature Orwell’s
ruminations on what such schooling says about society.
Today, as the private school and class system endure, this is a
vivid reminder that the world Orwell sought to change is still with us.

Graphic Novel

August 2021
Pb: £12.99 / ISBN: 9780745345925
112pp
Fully illustrated (b/w)

Sean Michael Wilson has won
or been nominated for
numerous awards including
the Eisner Book Award 2016
There is a huge and growing
market for graphic novels
For readers of Bryan and Mary
Talbot, Kate Evans and Shigeru
Mizuki

RIGHTS
Rights sold: Catalan, Polish

GEORGE ORWELL was the pen name of Eric Arthur Blair (1903
- 1950), one of the most well known writers of the 20th century.
SEAN MICHAEL WILSON is a multi-award-winning comic book
writer. He has written over 40 books, including an illustrated
Tao Te Ching (Shambhala, 2018), and co-authored Many Not the
Few (New Internationalist, 2019), with a foreword by Jeremy
Corbyn, and Parecomic (Seven Stories, 2013), with a foreword
by Noam Chomsky.
JAIME HUXTABLE is a cartoonist/illustrator based in West
Sussex. His works include: G Bear & Jammo and Makers of
Monsters.
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Recently Published

Lost in Work:
Escaping Capitalism
Amelia Horgan

How our jobs stole our lives and what we can do
about it

Politics

June 2021
Pb: £9.99 / ISBN: 9780745340913
160pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto
A useful tool for the reevaluation of work in the light
of the Covid-19 crisis
Helps young people understand
why work is so demoralising,
and gives them the power to
take back control of their lives
Author is a prominent political
organiser and hosts workshops
and talks for students across
the UK

RIGHTS
Rights sold: Catalan, German,
Korean, Spanish
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‘Work hard, get paid.’ It’s simple. Self-evident. But it’s also a lie—
at least for most of us. For people today, the old assumptions are
crumbling; hard work in school no longer guarantees a secure, wellpaying job in the future. Far from equating to riches and fulfilment,
‘work’ means precarity, anxiety and alienation.
Amelia Horgan poses three big questions: what is work? How
does it harm us? And what can we do about it? Along the way, she
explores the many facets of work under capitalism: its encroachment
on our personal lives; the growth of temporary and zero-hours
contracts; burnout; and how different jobs reinforce existing
hierarchies of race and of gender.
While automating work away is not the answer, Lost in Work
shows that when we are able to take control of our workplaces, we
become less miserable, and in some cases, are even able to fight back
against our bosses.
AMELIA HORGAN is a writer, researcher and activist. She
is currently writing a PhD on work in the feminist political
imaginary at the University of Essex. She has written for
various publications, including Tribune, the Guardian and VICE,
and is involved in various campaigning initiatives, including
London Young Labour.

Recently Published

Transgender Marxism
Edited by Jules Joanne Gleeson
and Elle O’Rourke
Foreword by Jordy Rosenberg
A watershed moment in transgender theory

The first collection of its kind, Transgender Marxism is a provocative
and groundbreaking union of transgender studies and Marxist
theory.
Exploring trans lives and movements, the authors delve into the
experience of surviving as transgender considering the totality of
gendered experience under capitalism. They explore the pressures,
oppression and state persecution faced by trans people living in
capitalist societies, how they survive the damage done through their
tenuous position in the workplace and the home, and give a powerful
response to right wing scaremongering against ‘gender ideology’.
Reflecting on the relations between gender and labour, they
show how antagonisms faced by gender non-conforming people
are structured within society. Looking at the history of transgender
movements, historical materialist interventions into developmental
theory, psychoanalytic speculation and workplace ethnography, the
authors ultimately conclude that for trans liberation, capitalism
must be abolished.
JULES JOANNE GLEESON is a writer, comedian and
historian. She has published essays in outlets including
Viewpoint Magazine, Invert Journal and VICE, and performed
internationally at a wide range of communist and queer
cultural events.

Gender

May 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341668
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341651
256pp

‘Transmarxism’ is a brand-new
theory that will inspire trans
activists and radical allies
worldwide
A powerful tool to arm against
transphobia and empower a
generation
Includes writing from a diverse
group of trans scholars,
activists and survivors

RIGHTS
Rights sold: Portuguese
(Brazil), Spanish

ELLE O’ROURKE is a political economist and gender theorist
currently researching critical theories of financialisation.
She is co-founder of New Socialist, a magazine of left thought
and commentary, where she serves as economics co-editor.
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Recently Published

A People’s Green New Deal
Max Ajl

An urgent demand for a ‘People’s Green New Deal’,
foregrounding global agricultural transformation
and climate justice for the Global South

Politics

May 2021
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745341750
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341743
160pp

A provocative, original and
timely assessment of
mainstream ‘Green New Deal’
proposals, and the political
climate within which they have
emerged
Argues for a radical alternative,
‘People’s Green New Deal’
committed to degrowth,
anti-imperialism, and
agro-ecology
Deals with the proposals put
forward by the Labour Party
and Democratic Socialists of
America

RIGHTS
Rights sold: Korean, Turkish

‘Ajl guides us with an authority steeped in scholarship but also
with panache. If you really want to learn what’ll be necessary for our
species to survive climate apocalypse, read this book. You’ll then
know the ways by which humanity’s very fate can be won’
ROB WALLACE, author of Dead Epidemiologists: On the Origins of
COVID-19 (Monthly Review Press, 2020)

The idea of a Green New Deal was launched into popular
consciousness by US Congressperson Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez in
2018. Evocative of the far-reaching ambitions of its namesake, it
has become a watchword in the current era of global climate crisis.
But its new ubiquity brings ambiguity: what - and for whom - is the
Green New Deal?
In this concise and urgent book, Max Ajl provides an overview of
the various mainstream Green New Deals. Critically engaging with
their proponents, ideological underpinnings and limitations, he goes
on to sketch out a radical alternative: a ‘People’s Green New Deal’
committed to degrowth, anti-imperialism and agro-ecology.
Ajl diagnoses the roots of the current socio-ecological crisis as
emerging from a world-system dominated by the logics of capitalism
and imperialism. Resolving this crisis, he argues, requires nothing
less than an infrastructural and agricultural transformation in the
Global North, and the industrial convergence between North and
South. As the climate crisis deepens and the literature on the subject
grows, A People’s Green New Deal contributes a distinctive perspective
to the debate.
MAX AJL has a PhD in Development Sociology from Cornell
University. He has written for Monthly Review, Jacobin and
Viewpoint. He has contributed to a number of journals,
including the Journal of Peasant Studies, Review of African
Political Economy and Globalizations.
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Recently Published

Feminism, Interrupted:
Disrupting Power
Lola Olufemi

It’s time to reclaim a rebellious, radical feminism

‘I was blown away’
ANGELA DAVIS

Plastered over t-shirts and tote bags, the word ‘feminist’ has entered
the mainstream and is fast becoming a popular slogan for our
generation. But feminism isn’t a commodity up for purchase; it’s a
weapon for fighting against injustice.
This revolutionary book reclaims feminism from consumerism
through exploring state violence against women, reproductive
justice, transmisogyny, sex work, gendered Islamophobia and much
more, showing that the struggle for gendered liberation is a struggle
for justice, one that can transform the world for everybody.
LOLA OLUFEMI is a black feminist writer and organiser from
London. She has written and spoken at numerous events
about feminism and decolonisation across the country,
and was a member of the NUS Women’s Campaign and NUS
National Executive Committee.

Feminism

March 2020
Pb: £9.99 / ISBN: 9780745340067
144pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto

‘Reading her is to believe that
another world is possible.’
Nesrine Malik, Guardian
‘A brave manifesto’ 		
Jacobin

RIGHTS SOLD
Rights sold: Italian, Indonesian, Spanish
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Recently Published

The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles
David Harvey

A new book from one of the most cited authors in
the humanities and social sciences

Politics

October 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745342092
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745342085
208pp
Series: Red Letter
Harvey is the bestselling
Marxist writer in the
English-speaking world
Light and accessible to the
non-Marxist reader

RIGHTS
Rights sold: Catalan, Chinese
(simplified characters), Chinese
(complex characters), French,
Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Portuguese (Brazil), Spanish,
Turkish

‘A consistent and intelligent voice on the left’
FINANCIAL TIMES

Amidst waves of economic crises, class struggle and neo-fascist
reaction, few possess the clarity and foresight of world-renowned
theorist, David Harvey. Since the publication of his bestselling A
Brief History of Neoliberalism, Harvey has been tracking the evolution
of the capitalist system as well as tides of radical opposition rising
against it. In The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles, Harvey introduces
new ways of understanding the crisis of global capitalism and the
struggles for a better world.
While accounting for violence and disaster, Harvey also
chronicles hope and possibility. By way of conversations about
neoliberalism, capitalism, globalisation, the environment,
technology and social movements, he outlines, with characteristic
brilliance, how socialist alternatives are being imagined under very
difficult circumstances.
In understanding the economic, political and social dimensions
of the crisis, Harvey’s analysis in The Anti-Capitalist Chronicles will be
of strategic importance to anyone wanting to both understand and
change the world.
DAVID HARVEY is one of the most cited authors in the
humanities and social sciences. A leading theorist in the
field of urban studies whom Library Journal called ‘one of the
most influential geographers of the later twentieth century,’
he is currently a Distinguished Professor of Anthropology
and Geography at the Graduate Center of the City University
of New York. He is the author of many books, including Marx,
Capital and the Madness of Economic Reason (2017) and A Brief
History of Neoliberalism (2005).
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